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Advent of 2015 – a Bright Beginning
Covalense’s commitment to offer value-added software services and solutions has
continued to be of great advantage for our clients throughout 2014.
Service delivery is one of the cornerstones of our operations, and an area where we
are dedicated to provide the utmost value. We made significant business
development initiatives across various regions and our service delivery has made
significant impact on our clientele in the previous year. 34 new employees joined our
force during this quarter.
Looking ahead, we will identify new opportunities to pursue the fulfilment of our
Mission, using the impact of our service delivery as a main driver in winning
business. In particular, internally we will focus on attracting best talent, hone-up for
our development processes and focus on Microsoft, Oracle BSS/OSS, Siebel CRM,
Java, Open Source and Mobile technologies.
Covalense has the capability to adapt quickly to changing market demands and this
flexibility will enable us to continue to meet our customers’ demands for software
services in a timely and cost-effective manner.
Narayana Peesapati
Managing Director

Importance of Pre-sales Activities
Selling complex technology solutions requires concerted effort from the technical pre-sales team. Sales opportunities are lost
when sales team is unable to respond promptly to technical inquiries related to business requirements.
Therefore pre-sales support with right domain knowledge is critical for supporting the sales process and providing customers
with technical and non-technical assistance to inbound enquiries in a timely manner.
Pre-sales team must be articulate and self-directed, besides possess technical/domain knowledge, confidence, competitiveness
and inquisitiveness to undertake challenging pre-sales consulting roles. Pre-sales support is critical to the growth of Covalense
and is a key factor for gaining competitive advantage.
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From President’s Desk
Dear All
Year 2015 is going to be a year of reckoning for Covalense!
Positive indicators for an organization is its ability to scale-up in all perspectives. Having a scalable
delivery mechanism with industry standard practices, competent sales and presales teams and talented
and dedicated technical teams are the recipe to take the organisation to the next levels.
Past few quarters, Covalense has heavily focused and invested in building such practices and our ability
to scale up has made our brand very visible in multiple regions and countries. I am extremely happy
about our reach NZ and Australia regions converting very good opportunities. Also there has been lot of
focus in Americas and APAC regions that will bring huge success in the year 2015.
We have a robust pipeline in 2015 from all corners of our practices. This includes very attractive onsite
engagements and turnkey projects in the coming quarters. We have also ventured into our own IP space
and soon we will be releasing some of the flagship solutions and products as part of our journey.
Being a people oriented company, Covalense believes in investing in building the careers of the people.
Our seriousness in achieving the highest number of Oracle Communications Specialization Certifications
is a testimony and Covalense is now compared amongst the best on par with the likes of Accenture for
our abilities/expertise in Oracle Comms space. I am proud to announce that Covalense has been the
Preferred Implementation Partner for Oracle Sales SME segment.
Stay focussed and continue our journey that will bring us in a huge success and value in the process.
Keep up the good work and positive spirit that will surely show us the path in creating a good people’s
company that we all feel proud of… thank you all.
Best wishes
Sreenivas Peesapati
President

This quarter has seen robust business development and sales activities across all regions. Particularly in
New Zealand, we have ventured into new technology domains, implementations, and demonstrated
exceptionally well in areas of Microsoft SharePoint, Dynamics CRM, AX, Sitecore CMS, Java and enterprise
and SOA architecture.
We have a new Business Associate, Shiloh Williams joined us in Sydney for sales and business
development activities under Covalense Australia. Shiloh has extensive consulting and sales experience
and involved with Accenture, Fujitsu, Zensar, Unisys etc.
Also we have on boarded Kiran Sundar Rajan as our new Sales Director who has over 17 years sales
experience across industry verticals like Telecom, Banking, Manufacturing, Energy and Technology. He will
focus on exploring APAC, North America, Central Europe regions for business and sales.
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------------------Sales & Implementations
Some of the notable sales and developments:
● We have commenced the Microsoft Dynamics CRM consulting practice in New Zealand. Under a
preferred long term agreement, Covalense is providing Dynamics CRM technical
architect/consultants to Datacom, New Zealand. Performance and reputation of our team is
noteworthy and extremely appreciated by Datacom. Likewise our Sitecore consulting engagement
with Datacom has been well received and recognised.
● One of our principal clients in New Zealand, Open Wānanga has undergone a major structural
change resulting into its amalgamation with its parent body Te Wānanga o Aotearoa (TWoA). With
this all line of business applications and systems developed and being maintained by Covalense for
the past 7 years, have been brought under the unified IT leadership of TWoA. This exercise has
been very carefully planned, and executed and entire migration was undertaken by Covalense’s
onsite and offshore teams very successfully.

● With the successful transition, TWoA awarded Covalense an enterprise wide Health & Wellbeing
programme (aka Tau Ora). As part of their highly successful pedometer stepping programme with
amazing health and fitness benefits, TWoA has plans to extend Tau Ora programme to students and
other organisations across Aotearoa as a platform that could be licensed to tertiary organisations in
Aotearoa. This enterprise application is being developed in offshore by Covalense in Microsoft .Net
and DNN framework. Covalense has successfully completed the first Milestone.
● We bagged a new client Transdev New Zealand. Transdev (formerly Veolia), is a French-based
international private-public transport operator which operates the passenger rail network on
behalf of Auckland Transport (AT) in Auckland. Under the understanding, Covalense will helping
Transdev in areas of DB consolidation, real-time information systems and Microsoft SharePoint and
Reporting Services.
● We are also working for an Australian client Dealer Solutions on technology migration of their
system. The offshore engagement involves the technology migration from old version to new
version of Delphi technologies.
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● Covalense has been working with 9 Spokes, a promising Kiwi start up for the world's best online
business software. Covalense signed a Master Service Agreement (MSA) in Aug 14. As their preferred
software development partner, we won the contract for the development of 9 Spokes platform. This
is indeed a single largest engagement in Covalense’s history in terms of commercial value! This
engagement will span over 12 months and will be executed in an onsite-offshore model in Java/IBM
related technologies involving the Enterprise/SOA architects and Java teams from Hyderabad and
Bangalore and onsite teams in New Zealand. We have successfully delivered the first phase of the
project and this will surely enhances the visibility and strengthens the Covalense’s enterprise
architecture and Java practises.
● Our engagement with our US based technology partner Succeed Partners is progressing robustly.
Under the preferred development agreement with Succeed Partners, Covalense is involved
development and implementation of the following during this quarter:
 Route Management System (RMS) deploying the web and Android technologies for the field
staff of Five Star Food Service which is one of the largest full-line vending, micro market, office
coffee service and food services providers in USA.
 A Billing Module involving the invoice and payment management functionalities for Axiom
Group, a case preparation and legal services support firm in USA.
 Development of web portal to Lease Corporation of America (LCA) which provides the leasing
and finance programs for resellers, distributors and manufacturers across America. The web
portal offers the financial information and assistance through business partners.

-----------------------------Service Delivery
Our Implementations from Bangalore Centre of Excellence
Siebel Practice
------------------------------In a span of one year Covalense Siebel practice has grown from 2 to 30 member team and has a projected
growth of two-fold in the coming quarter. Covalense Siebel practice carries vast experience of more than
200+ years in industry verticals such as Communications, Automobile and Healthcare.
Our practice has provide niche consulting services to well-known telecom players such as Viva Bahrain,
Spark New Zealand. PLDT Philippines and STC Riyadh. Ongoing consulting service include IT giants such as
Oracle, Accenture and Tech Mahindra.
We built our practice through imparting rigorous boot camp trainings to freshers and transform them into
becoming niche consultants. Currently 9 freshers have undergone the training and are now ready for
various project engagements.
Covalense Siebel practice plans to build Solutions using Oracle Siebel CRM technology to deliver a
combination of transactional, analytical and engagement features to manage all customer related
operations.
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Our Implementations from Bangalore Centre of Excellence
Java as a Practice
------------------------------With the emergence of Java/J2EE as the leading development platforms based on its modular,
component-oriented architecture, the development and deployment has been simplified and also
reduced time and costs.
Our customized iterative development process through this offering is providing our customers
portability and scalability to meet changing business needs, besides significant value add, while ensuring
high security. Our practice focuses on developing thought leadership in Java through developing Proofs
of Concept (PoCs) in emerging Java technologies for complex and technically challenging Java projects.
Some notable achievements in the past one year include:
●

cTAF is on the verge of its first GA. This is considered as the first ‘Product of Covalense’.

●

Harmony/cIF, an open source based low cost middleware, has crossed its incubation phase and
got green signal for development phase. Potentially, this could be the second major product of
Covalense.

●

Re-architecture and build of 9 Spokes product development with Java teams based in Bangalore
and Hyderabad under an offshore-onsite development engagement with 9 Spokes, New Zealand.

OSS/BSS Competency

--------------------------------●

By innovative out-of-the-box solution in OSS/BSS areas, we have got an attention of big players
(e.g. Oracle), who are eager to see the demonstration of our solutions.

●

We have partnered with a CRM product company to realize our cBOB (B&OSS Out-of-the- Box)
solution and we are in progress of integrating that to Oracle Convergent Charging and Billing
Stack, using our integration framework cIF.

●

Covalense has become a preferred partner of Oracle in BSS area and bidding along with Oracle
in many T2/T3 CSP opportunities.

●

Our competency has been focusing on certifications as we have been the first to achieve the
specialized regional partner status in Oracle Communication Stack of products.

●

Covalense now has 15+ Advanced Implementation Certified Professionals, 30+ Pre-sales
Certified Professionals, 12+ Sales Certified Professionals and 6+ RODOD L2 professionals. The
focus has been to graduate seniors and mid-level resources from individual package consultants
to E2E RODOD Specialists. There has been lot of focus on learning and development and cross
training of resources.
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An affirmation of our Services……..Feedback from our Kiwi Client
….Wanted to drop you a line to express my satisfaction and that of my team for your team’s
performance to date. The challenge is significant and Jay, Deb and the now growing broader
team are presenting a very professional approach and upholding the high levels of quality I’d
expect of a significant partner of 9 Spokes.
Our future roadmap is significant for the next twelve months and - although we’ll push you
very hard at times - I have confidence you have the team and professionalism to deliver.
I look forward to an ongoing successful relationship with Covalense.
Best regards,
Paul Psaila
Chief Information Officer, 9 Spokes International, New Zealand

Performance Benchmarking……..Kudos to the Brilliant Performers!
Sikinder Shaik Basha - I would like to share my candid feedback about Sikander’s
performance for last 5 months where he has worked as one of the significant and
dependable OSM experts in Bell-CGI BTCV IMS Project…..proved his expertise on the
Product…..he has been a consistent performer of the Bell project team and has been
very flexible, positive and willing to go the extra mile whenever required. It’s my
pleasure to have him part of project team….
Vikas Verma, Oracle India
Manasa Ramakrishnaiah has been associated with Wipro for a year and has been a
part of my team since then. She has an excellent written and communication
skills…..her expertise in the technology and multi-tasking ability keeps her a step ahead
from the rest.…. delivered various Tibco Business Works projects successfully….has
been an as asset in my team and I am confident she will continue to display the same
in the long run.
Kannan Mahalingam, Wipro
Santosh Lagishetty - Thank you for your outstanding work with us in FTTH Enhancement
and Transformation projects. Your BRM functional expertise is undoubtedly the best,
additionally it is your dedication, zeal to learn and attention to detail, which made you
extremely suitable for the Solution Architect role…. you added value to the project through
your never say die attitude and knowledge of telecom domain…. an asset to the
organization you works for.
Om Hari Dangi, Mobily Infotech

Praveen Kumar Awarded
People Chosen Award
3 times in Datacom, New Zealand
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Celebrations & Events

D i w a l i C e l e b ra t i o n , 2 2 nd N o v 1 4

C h r i s t m a s C e l e b ra t i o n , 2 4 th D e c 1 4

Swachh Bharat Swachh Bengaluru
1 3 th D e c e m b e r 1 4

S h i v a g a n g e Tr e k , 2 2 nd N o v e m b e r 1 4
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Celebrations & Events

N e w Ye a r ’s C e l e b r a t i o n , 3 1 st D e c 1 4
Hyderabad

Republic Day Celebrations
Hyderabad

